
From: Thom Chambliss

Dear Board Members:

According to the Governance Policies revised by the Board on January 12, 2009, item 2.2a 
requires that “[The Executive Director will submit the following required periodic reports:] An 
Executive Director’s Report outlining the progress toward achieving the Association’s ends and 
any significant shortcomings, presented at each regularly-scheduled board meeting.” Here 
below is my Report for September, based on the Mission & Ends enumerated in Section 1 of the 
Governance Policies.

1.a) Provide marketing programs via promotional opportunities
 The 2014 Holiday Catalog is looking excellent, both financially and content-wise. We are 
already more than $10,000 over budget with income, and our title count is more than 135. 
Brian has worked hard to include titles from smaller presses that he knows our booksellers can 
sell well, and has become very effective at convincing publishers large and small that he can do 
a better job choosing which of their titles will work best in our catalog. We are the only regional 
book association with a catalog that has small and indie presses well represented, and that 
gives our catalog a much more regional look and feel, which makes it easier and more 
interesting for our booksellers and their customers. Compared to our count of 135+ titles, MBA 
has 69 titles; MPIBA, NAIBA, and NEIBA (whose catalogs are jointly produced) have 85 titles; 
NCIBA has 102 titles, and GLIBA has 104 titles.

 Several years ago, the Board directed staff to make the holiday catalog and our fall 
shows the two most important programs that we offer and to work in whatever ways we can to 
make them succeed as long as possible. Our holiday catalog appears now to be the best in the 
business; and our show is the largest (and in my opinion, the best) in the country. I will explain 
the show success below, in 2.a.

1.b) Provide marketing programs via a public blog
 Northwest Book Lovers (NWBL), our public site established to bring attention, more 
customer traffic, and increased sales to our member stores is slowly doing better, as it has for 
the last three years. We still do not have the traffic nor advertising income that we had hoped, 
and I need to come up with ways to improve those. The site is, however, an excellent way to 
add value to the other advertising programs that we offer, and it is worth keeping just for that, 
even if our efforts to achieve long-range profitability do not pan out.

1.c) Provide marketing programs via bestseller lists
Larry’s weekly lists, sent via email to all of our members each Wednesday, are the best 

looking and most potentially helpful to our members of all of the regional book associations’. 
We are the only regional that provides each separate list on a separate pdf page, with its own 
selection of regional titles marked, and color covers of the most appropriate books included.

1.d) Provide marketing programs via book awards
The promotion of the 2013 Book Awards went fairly smoothly. 2014 has seen a few 

glitches so far, the most noticeable the Committee’s decision to change the deadline for 
submissions from the end of August to October 3. The issue arose when I sent the Committee 
chair an example of a small press publisher which cannot afford to produce ARCs, and who 
then withdrew the nomination of their books due in September, because they would not have 
copies to send the Committee by the deadline. I did not recommend a change, but the 
Committee decided on their own that that was the best way to handle the situation, and I do not 
disagree. However, the Committee just three years ago changed the deadline from the end of 
Oct, to the end of Sept; and then changed it again from the end of Sept to the end of August 
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two years ago. I think that it is silly and hard on staff and potential nominees for us to move the 
deadline during the year under consideration. Therefore, I propose that the Board set the 
deadline for submissions and inform the Committee that, from now on, any changes to the 
deadline or terms of eligibility be confirmed by the Board. I would recommend a deadline of 
September 30.

1.e) Provide marketing programs via literacy organizations 
Our last effort with this was a joint program with Page Ahead two years ago in the 

greater Seattle area, and we got much lower support from our booksellers than we had the year 
before. Again, we may never have the financial ability to provide direct support to outside 
organizations; so I recommend that we delete this from our list of Ends.

1.f) Provide marketing programs via public book events
Portland’s Wordstock is taking a year off in 2014. When it returns, in the spring of 2015, 

it will take place on the campus of Portland State University. The website for the PSU Bookstore 
(a PNBA member) directly links to Amazon and encourages their students to buy books from 
Amazon. It is my understanding that Powells will no longer participate as a bookseller at the 
new Wordstock, although that has not been formally confirmed. I don’t believe that we will ever 
again be in a position to help fund a public book event, so I recommend that we cut this from 
our list of Ends.

2.a) Encourage interactions with the book industry via tradeshows
 I under-estimated our room block needs this year, which is why we ran out of rooms at 
our host hotel. Some people suggested that it is a good sign, because we must be seeing more 
attendees. Unfortunately, no, we are not, I just over-estimated both how many member stores 
we might lose two years ahead, and how many un-used rooms the hotel would have to provide 
us if we went over our block. The first year that we took the show to the Murano, the hotel had 
plenty of un-used rooms and were happy to move a lot more into our block to accommodate. 
This year, they are playing host to five different wedding parties on the days around our show, 
and each of those parties took room blocks; which all meant that the hotel had very few rooms 
to fill our extra needs. I tend to under-estimate our needs, because (1) we are shrinking, and 
(2) the hotels charge us for any unclaimed rooms in our block, if they cannot be re-sold. This is 
the first time in 7-8 years that we have needed to rush out and get rooms at back-up hotels.
 The show numbers so far confirm that we tend to get more exhibitors in Portland than 
in Seattle, although I do not understand why. In 2011 in PDX, we had 100 exhibit tables, and 33 
booths, for a total of 133 “exhibits.” In Tacoma in 2012, we sold 83 tables and 36 booths, for a 
total of 119 exhibits. At the Holiday Inn @ PDX in 2013, we sold 104 tables and 35 booths, for a 
total of 139 exhibits. This year, back in Tacoma, we sold 85 tables and 38 booths, totaling 123.
 The major publishers, NYC based, are tending to take smaller exhibits as they combine 
and conglomerate. We have gone after smaller, regional exhibitors and, especially, non-book 
(sidelines) sellers to attract new vendors. Our doing so has somewhat stabilized our exhibit 
space, although it’s still a bit early to be assured. The other half of that effort, though, has been 
to do whatever it takes to keep the regional independent reps.
 On the first day of exhibits, the “Big Publishers” tend to give away truckloads of free 
books and ARCs. Most of the booksellers rush through the hall all day, grabbing what they can 
and seeing those publishers whom they know will not be back the next day. Some of them 
briefly stop at the indie reps’ exhibits, to re-connect, say hi, and often pick up catalogs of 
forthcoming titles. On the second day of the exhibits many of those booksellers go back to 
those indie reps and place orders. That is what makes the shows “doable” for the indie reps. 
Without that second day of exhibits, I expect we would lose another 6-10 indie rep exhibitors, 
for whom the shows would not be productive. 
 Most of the other regional book associations bowed to the “demands” of the NY 
publishers over the last 4-5 years and now only offer one day of exhibits. In addition to their 
losing some of their own indie reps as exhibitors, that means that they have fewer days in 
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which to produce author events. With the loss of exhibit income and the need to make that up 
in author appearance fees, most of the other associations seem to have raised their author 
appearance fees. Northern California, for instance, whose show only five years ago was twice 
the size of ours, now offers one day of exhibits and charges $500 per author for featured 
appearances, no matter which party they attend. That effectively cuts out the participation of 
authors from small and regional presses, which can’t afford the fees. Nor Cal is featuring 45 
authors at their show this year, and PNBA is featuring 110. And the number of exhibit spaces 
sold is less than ours. Unbelievable.
 Our emphasis at the shows has, much like the holiday catalog, shifted from the large NY 
publishers to the smaller, regional ones and to local authors, rather than the “more famous” 
nationally-known ones. This was intentional, because our booksellers were turning to local and 
regional authors to provide the increased in-store events that the stores need to attract regular 
shoppers. It is extremely helpful to our booksellers for them to be able to meet and get to know 
as many of the local and regional authors who might be able to visit their stores or towns for 
events. Getting to know the authors and their books allows the booksellers to make much more 
well-informed decisions about exactly which authors they want to invite and for which type of 
event. Hence, our emphasis on a wide variety of author events at the show, with a wide variety 
of authors, especially those who are local or regional and are willing and able to travel to 
support their books.
 The bottom line is that our shows are now the largest of all the regional book shows in 
the country (even though our membership is one of the lowest), our exhibits seem to have 
stabilized, and the number of authors that we introduce to our members at the shows is higher 
than at any other regional show. Authors are telling the publicists that they want to attend our 
shows. That is a prime indicator that we are on the right track with our efforts.

2.c) Encourage interactions with the book industry via networking
Most of our networking efforts are now concentrated on our shows, Footnotes and 

Northwest Book Lovers. I have no plans to change that emphasis in 2015, but would love to 
hear your ideas about how we might improve those “platforms.”

2.d) Encourage interactions with the book industry via website
Several publishers specifically contacted me this month to tell me how easy it is to find 

show information on our website. They are comparing our site with those of the other regional 
book associations, which mostly have separate pages for separate groups, events and days for 
their shows. People LOVE our having one page that they can bookmark and go back to all year 
round to find info about the next show. The only problem with our site is that it is a very 1990s 
design, with no self-promo.

We are currently working with our designer on a re-model of PNBA’s business site and 
expect to unveil the new look in early 2015. The challenge will be to maintain the ease of use 
and depth of information while adding new graphics and photos to make it all appear more 
attractive and interesting. I had hoped to have something to show you at this meeting, but 
show and catalog work became overwhelming and we now hope to have something to show you 
in December or January, at the latest. I think you will like it.

2.e) Encourage interactions with the book industry via handbook 
The handbook is rumbling along as usual, under Larry’s capable management. Nothing 

noteworthy nor particularly interesting to report. Which is good, right?

3.a) Produce educational opportunities via educational programs
We introduced a new Education Committee this year, and had some “standard problems” 

associated with such newness, but overall the Committee has done an excellent job (from my 
perspective) with two major improvements: (1) they produced much more effective education 
for authors/publishers and for librarians than we had previously had; and (2) they focused very 
nicely on producing as much education as possible that emphasizes booksellers working with 
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authors, librarians, and publishers, rather than simply sessions about what booksellers can do, 
what librarians can do, and what authors can do. Working Together is something of a “theme” 
at this year’s educational sessions. We expect to continue that emphasis next year.

3.b) Produce educational opportunities via regular communication
Footnotes continues to be our primary means of regular communication.

3.c) Produce educational opportunities via scholarships
 We expanded the service-exchange scholarships in 2014, by re-building the Education 
Committee, with the Board’s approval, so that it is structured more like the Awards Committee, 
with a each member of the Committee responsible for producing a defined number of 
educational sessions at the show, in exchange for a potential full-scholarships to the show. Our 
scholarships at the show, including those to Board, Education and Award Committee members 
may be as high as 27, since there are nine members of each. This will be the most we have ever 
distributed and I believe is the best way to do them; because it encourages attendance and 
participation at the shows, which in turn allows us to get better deals from the hotels, and 
better participation by the authors and publishers. Having NON-owners on the Committees is 
an excellent way to allow front-line booksellers to attend the shows and eventually become 
more actively involved in both PNBA and in their store’s back-room responsibilities.

3.d) Produce educational opportunities via BookPros
 I recommend that the Board officially disband this program.

4.a) Support public literacy via literacy organizations
 Our Matching Literacy Grant program is defunct. That money has now been re-directed 
to BINC, which will use it to support bookstores and booksellers with serious short-term 
financial problems who can use the help to keep their stores open, or keep their job in the 
industry. I do not see the need for such help going away any time soon; nor do I foresee PNBA’s 
gaining a renewed ability to fund other organizations in the near future. Therefore, I 
recommend that they Board eliminate this as an End. 

4.b) Support public literacy via libraries
 Our primary program for such support is the Michael Pritiken Memorial Rural Library 
program, which is being coordinated by ex-bookseller and PNBA Board member Colin Rea, who 
is the director of the Fern Ridge Public Library, west of Eugene. This year’s recipient is the 
Chinook Pass Lending Library in Naches, WA. The library was nominated by Inkling’s Books in 
Yakima, WA, and a small article about the library and the program were just distributed in 
Footnotes this week. The library has basically no budget, and raises money to pay the electric 
and water bills by having bake sales. We expect to send them about $12,000 worth of books 
after the show.

4.c) Support public literacy via schools
This is currently being done store by store and school by school. If a member store gets 

involved with a particular school project, we might be able to donate $100, but we don’t have a 
specific program to fund such requests. If the Board does not want to invent one, you may want 
to consider deleting this End.

5.a) Promote Free Speech via advocacy
This is an on-going activity, with no new programs to discuss at this time. 

5.b) Promote Free Speech via monitoring of censorship issues
We continue to report free speech issues of interest to our members, both in Footnotes 

and sometimes in NWBL.
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